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VIDEOMANAGERTM II
VideoManagerTM II software allows for greater user and 
video management capabilities than the Viewer can provide. 
VideoManager catalogs files in a SQL Database so you can:

Assign recordings to specific users or event types.

Search and retrieve video using date/time, user, event, 
device serial number and more. 

Automatically archive &/or deleteAutomatically archive &/or delete recordings after a 
set amount of time (may be customized based on type).

Use multiple file servers and allow client computers to 
access recordings.

Set up users with passwords and specific access rights, 
generate usage reports or detect video tampering attempts.

WIRELESS DOWNLOAD
Hands free, automatic, secure transfer of 
recordings to a designated computer. 

USB WiFi Device

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

DVM-250PLUS MODEL UPGRADE
The DVM-250Plus model additionally features a compact interface box to allow more automatic 
record trigger options (such as shifting the vehicle into reverse, emergency lights, door sensors, etc.) 
and a back-up camera with a monitor integrated behind the one-way rear-view mirror glass.

The DVM-250Plus Model Adds a 
Back-Up Camera & Integrated Monitor 
(Monitor Invisible When Not In Use)

DVM-250Plus Back-Up Camera
(shown in two styles of license plate mounting brackets)

Optional DVM-250Plus 
Infrared External Camera

Into A Rear-View Mirror
Integrated Event Recorder

Professional Safety Video

Models DVM-250 & DVM-250Plus



THE MOST POWERFUL REAR-VIEW MIRROR YOU’LL EVER OWN
Digital Ally, Inc. has been serving the law 
enforcement, security and commercial markets 
for years. We manufacture, sell and service 
the latest advanced mobile video systems. The 
U.S. military and thousands of departments, 
agencies and companies use our systems 
in all 50 states and around the world.in all 50 states and around the world.

Now additional fleets can take advantage of 
our expertise and service with Digital Ally’s 
DVM (Digital Video Mirror) Professional Video 
Event Data Recorders.

Digital Ally Event Recorder
Model: DVM-250 Manual Record 
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Optional SD cards can be used
and the access door can be locked.

Integrated G-Force Sensor and GPS Receiver/Antenna

16GB of Internal Memory

DVM-250Plus in ambulance with external camera option

DVM-250 installed in taxi

External camera view

  ■ Passenger documentation & fraud protection

  ■ Provide driver accountability

  ■ Review recorded incidents

  ■ Protect equipment & inventory

  ■ Perfect for taxi, limo, paratransit, towing, 
      shuttle, utility, healthcare vehicles & more

    ■ No expensive ongoing contracts or additional 
      equipment requirements; software is included

  ■ Start recordings automatically or manually

  ■ Entire system, cameras & microphone built 
      into the rear-view mirror to maintain driver 
      line of sight & efficient use of space

The entire video system has been integrated into a rear-view 
mirror in order to minimize space usage and interference with 
the driver’s line of sight. Simply remove the factory mirror (if 
applicable) to install into any make or model of vehicle.

Recordings may be activated through the 
simple touch of the mirror button, an optional 
covert foot switch, or customizable automatic 
options. For instance, the GPS automatic 
record trigger may be set based on distance 
from home, specific latitude or longitude 
ranges, unauthorized areas, or even after a 
certain amount of time has been spent inside certain amount of time has been spent inside 
these zones. The home base and zones will 
also be displayed along with other recorded 
data in each recording’s interactive route 
maps in the back office software.

To capture important events leading up to the 
moment a recording is triggered, Digital Ally’s event 
recorders also retain 30-seconds of video and audio 
prior to record activation. This accommodates human 
reaction time in manually activated recordings and 
helps to ensure that all important events are captured.

The video system The video system utilizes solid state memory, the 
most durable, vibration-proof and reliable medium for 
mobile applications. Access or download recorded 
video, audio and vehicle data via USB 2.0, SD card or 
optional wireless transfer.

Digital Ally Viewer (the included back 
office software) allows you to configure your 
event recorder as well as view recordings 
along with event data and maps in custom 
layouts. You can also add and edit video 
marks to flag important events, make notes marks to flag important events, make notes 
and annotations about the event or recording, 
export still images or video clips, or burn data 
or movie DVDs. Exported videos also include 
a viewer to allow the event data and maps to 
be watched with the recordings. For additional 
software capabilities, see back pg.

DVM-250 FEATURES

  ■ Records metadata with the audio and video, 
    including device serial number, vehicle speed, 
    date, time, triggers and GPS coordinates

  ■ Records to 16GB internal solid state memory &/or
    8GB to 32GB external SD memory cards

  ■ The USB port can be disabled and the access door 
     can be locked for additional security

  ■ Back office software provides easy viewing plus
    configuration of settings and parameters

  ■ The DVM-250Plus model also features a back-up 
    camera with monitor integrated behind one-way 
    mirror glass (invisible when not in reverse)

  ■ Minimal or no driver interaction required

  ■ Integrated road & passenger low-light color 
      cameras, GPS receiver/antenna, and mic

  ■ Simultaneous dual-camera recording

  ■ Automatic record triggers include: G-Force 
      sensor (cornering, braking, collision), GPS 
            coordinates and specific speeds (and more 
    with the DVM-250Plus model, see back pg.)

  ■ Pre-event recording to capture 30 seconds 
    prior to activating record

  ■ D1 (720x480) high resolution video with
      customizable frame rate (5-30 fps)
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